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Abstract. Electronic signatures are a crucial concept for transactional e-

government services. Beside the secure creation of electronic signatures, the re-

liable verification of electronically signed documents is of special importance. 

Various tools, which allow verification of electronic signatures, have been in-

troduced during the past years. However, most of these tools have been tailored 

to the requirements of classical end-user devices such as desktop computers or 

laptops and cannot be conveniently used on smartphones. This is problematic, 

since smartphones and related mobile end-user devices are gradually replacing 

classical end-user devices. To overcome this issue, we present a signature-

verification solution for smartphones in this paper. The presented solution is 

based on a platform-agnostic architectural design, which can be applied on arbi-

trary smartphone platforms such as Google Android or Apple iOS. The practi-

cal applicability of the proposed solution has been evaluated by means of a con-

crete implementation. This implementation shows that the presented solution 

provides convenient means to verify electronically signed documents on 

smartphones and hence paves the way for the realization of transactional e-

government services on mobile end-user devices.  

Keywords: Electronic signatures, Mobile Government, Smartphones, Signature 

verification. 

1 Introduction 

Electronic signatures are an important cryptographic concept for transactional e-

government solutions [6]. Electronic signatures are based on asymmetric cryptograph-

ic methods and algorithms such as RSA [1] or ECDSA [2]. These cryptographic algo-

rithms are usually applied together with a public-key infrastructure (PKI), which is 

used to unambiguously link a signer’s cryptographic key to his or her identity by 

means of electronic certificates. This way, the cryptographic concepts of electronic 

signatures and PKIs can be used to reliably assure data integrity and non-repudiation 

or origin. These properties make electronic signatures especially suitable for the reali-
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zation of transactional e-government solutions that require a digital alternative to 

hand-written signatures.  

In Europe, the importance of electronic signatures and related concepts has been 

recognized by legislative bodies of the European Union. In particular, the use of elec-

tronic signatures has been defined and regulated in the Directive 1999/93/EC of the 

European Parliament and of the Council of 13 December 1999 on a Community 

framework for electronic signatures (hereinafter referred to as EU Signature Di-

rective) [3]. The EU Signature Directive defines different types of electronic signa-

tures. For e-government use cases, especially qualified electronic signatures are of 

relevance, as they are defined to be legally equivalent to hand-written signatures by 

the EU Signature Directive. This way, qualified electronic signatures are perfectly 

suitable for transactional electronic procedures and help to avoid media breaks by 

rendering the print-out of documents and the application of hand-written signatures 

unnecessary [6]. 

During the past years, electronic signatures have become an integral component 

and key concept of various e-government services and solutions all over the world 

[11]. This includes solutions for the creation of electronic signatures as well as for the 

validation of an electronic signature. Most of these solutions have been mainly de-

signed for classical end-user devices such as desktop computers and laptops. Howev-

er, during the past years, smartphones and tablet computers have emancipated from 

these classical end-user devices and are nowadays frequently used to access infor-

mation and services. Governments and public administrations are required to face this 

recent development and to provide e-government services and applications also for 

mobile end-user devices [16]. 

Appropriate concepts and solutions to implement electronic signature based proce-

dures on mobile end-user devices have already been introduced and discussed in liter-

ature. For instance, a smartphone app for Google Android1 that allows users to elec-

tronically sign arbitrary PDF documents on their mobile devices has been introduced 

in [4]. Together with other similar solutions, this work has shown that electronic sig-

nature based solutions on smartphones are basically feasible. Interestingly, most of 

the proposed solutions focus on the creation of electronic signatures on smartphones, 

but do not provide appropriate means to verify electronic signatures on mobile end-

user devices. A smartphone user, who received an electronically signed document, 

has therefore no opportunity to conveniently and reliably verify the obtained signature 

on his or her smartphone. Due to the lack of appropriate signature-verification tools 

on smartphones, smartphone users are not able to employ the key advantage of elec-

tronic signatures compared to hand-written signatures, i.e. their unambiguous verifia-

bility. 

To close this gap, we present a signature-verification solution for smartphones in 

this paper. This solution is tailored to the special requirements and properties of cur-

rent smartphones and related mobile end-user devices. Considering the current heter-

ogeneous ecosystem of different smartphone platforms and mobile operating systems, 

we first introduce a platform-agnostic architectural design for the proposed solution. 
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We evaluate the applicability and practicability of this platform-agnostic architectural 

design by means of a concrete implementation for the Google Android platform and 

show that our solution is basically ready for productive operation. 

2 Related Work 

The importance of electronic signatures for e-government is evident and has been 

discussed extensively in scientific work such as [6]. Their relevance becomes also 

evident when analyzing e-government infrastructures and solutions of different coun-

tries [5][14]. In most cases, electronic signatures are a key concept used to reliably 

authenticate users, to protect the integrity of data in online processes, and to obtain 

written consent from users in electronic procedures. 

Besides e-government, electronic signatures can actually also be useful in other 

fields of application from the corporate and the private sector. For instance, experi-

ence has shown that companies frequently make use of electronic signatures e.g. to 

sign invoices that are electronically sent to customers. Similarly, electronic signatures 

are increasingly used also by private persons e.g. to sign contracts in electronic form. 

In this context, especially PDF signatures have recently gained importance. Beside the 

well-known PDF signature format introduced by the company Adobe2, solutions that 

allow private, public, and corporate users to create qualified electronic signatures on 

PDF documents are available in several countries [6]. 

With the growing importance and increasing spread of electronic signature based 

solutions, also the need for and the importance of appropriate signature-verification 

tools has increased. Such tools are crucial as they allow receivers of electronically 

signed documents to verify the validity of the obtained document’s signature.  During 

the past years, different verification tools for electronic signatures have been intro-

duced. For instance, a publicly available Web based signature-verification tool called 

WebNotarius3 has been provided by Unizeto Technologies SA4. WebNotarius sup-

ports the verification of different document and signature formats including PCKS#7 

[7], CMS [8], S/MIME [9], and XMLDSig [10]. The German company signagate5 

provides a similar Web based signature-verification tool. In contrast to WebNotarius, 

this tool is however limited to the PDF file format. Web based signature-verification 

tools for the verification of signed XML and PDF files are also provided by the two 

companies ascertia6 and SecuredSigning7.   

Another powerful signature-verification tool has been introduced by Lenz et al. 

[11]. Similar to the above-mentioned solutions, also the tool proposed by Lenz et al. 

follows a Web based approach and allows for the verification of different document 

and signature formats. However, access to this tool’s functionality is not limited to the 
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Web interface. Additionally, the tool features a web-service interface that can be used 

by external entities to communicate with the tool and to access its functionality pro-

grammatically. This way, external entities such as Web applications can send signed 

documents, which should be verified, to the signature-verification tool and retrieve 

results of the conducted verification process. 

This brief survey on existing signature-verification tools shows that most existing 

solutions currently follow a Web based approach and that these tools are mainly tai-

lored to the needs of classical end-user devices such as desktop PCs and laptops. 

These solutions allow users to upload signed documents to a central Web application 

through a Web based interface and display verification results in the used Web 

browser. Even though Web based interfaces can also be accessed from smartphones, 

this is actually less practicable due to the limited input and output capabilities of 

smartphones. For smartphones, a dedicated app that allows the verification of elec-

tronic signatures would be beneficial, since smartphones apps can be tailored to the 

special input and output capabilities of smartphones. We propose a general architec-

tural design for signature-verification tools for smartphones in the next section. 

3 Architectural Design 

The verification of electronic signatures is a complex task that involves the applica-

tion of cryptographic methods to technically verify the validity of a given signature 

and the communication with external PKI entities to determine the validity of used 

signing certificates. Even though the computational power of smartphones is constant-

ly increasing, it is usually reasonable to outsource complex operations to server com-

ponents in order to speed-up processes and to save smartphone resources at the same 

time. 

The signature-verification tool for smartphones that we present in this paper fol-

lows this approach and relies on functionality provided by a central server component. 

This is illustrated in Figure 1. A smartphone app provides the user means to verify 

arbitrary signed documents. Basically, the app allows the user to choose documents, 

which should be verified, and displays results of the verification process. However, 

the app does not implement the signature-verification process itself, but accesses a 

central server component for this purpose. This way, the smartphone app can be kept 

lightweight. Furthermore, additional functionality can be added to the signature-

verification process easily without requiring users to update their local smartphone 

apps. 
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Fig. 1. General architecture of the proposed signature-verification solution for smartphones 



According to the general architecture shown in Figure 1, the proposed solution con-

sists of a server component and a smartphone app. We propose and discuss the archi-

tectural designs of these two core components in the following subsections. 

3.1 Server Component 

While the smartphone app is kept lightweight, the server component implements most 

functionality required to verify electronic signatures and electronically signed docu-

ments. This includes the determination of the format of the provided document, the 

verification of the provided document’s signature(s), and the verification of the used 

signing certificate’s validity. From these requirements, the architectural design shown 

in Figure 2 can be derived. 
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Fig. 2. Architectural design of the server component 

In general, the server component consists of the following core components. 

─ Controller: The Controller represents the central component of the server compo-

nent. It controls the entire process flow that starts with the reception of a signed file 

to be verified and finally leads to the verification of the provided document. 

─ Web Service: The Web Service represents the interface to the smartphone app. The 

smartphone app can use the provided Web Service to hand over documents to be 

verified and to retrieve verification results. Reliance on a Web service based inter-

face guarantees that the functionality of the server component can be accessed by 

arbitrary external components. 

─ Format Detector: The Format Detector implements the first step of the verification 

process. Any document or file to be verified is sent to the Format Detector first, in 

order to determine the provided document’s format. Based on the result of the for-

mat-detection process, the appropriate verification module is selected by the Con-

troller. 

─ Verifier: The Verifier checks the cryptographic validity of the provided document’s 

signature(s). The Verifier implements appropriate verification modules for each 

supported document format. The correct module is selected by taking into account 

the result of the format-detection process. The selected verification module verifies 

the cryptographic validity of the provided document’s signature. 

─ PKI Connector: The PKI Connector verifies the validity of the used signing certifi-

cate by accessing appropriate certificate revocation lists (CRL) or external entities 



implementing the online certificate status protocol (OCSP). This way, the PKI 

Connector represents the interface to external public-key infrastructures. 

Following the architectural design outlined in Figure 2, the server component encap-

sulates all functionality that is required to verify electronically signed documents. 

Access to this functionality is provided through a Web-service interface. This way, 

the server component can be used by arbitrary external entities including smartphone 

apps. The architectural design of a smartphone app that uses signature-verification 

functionality provided through this Web-service interface is presented in the follow-

ing subsection. 

3.2 Smartphone App 

As shown in Figure 1, a smartphone app represents the second core component of the 

proposed signature-verification solution for smartphones. The smartphone app basi-

cally takes over two core tasks. First, it implements a graphical user interface (GUI). 

Through this GUI, the user can select signed files, which should be verified, and de-

fine various parameters related to the verification process. Additionally, the GUI is 

used to display verification results. Second, the smartphone app communicates with 

the server component through the provided Web-service interface in order to transmit 

signed documents and to retrieve the corresponding verification results. 
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Fig. 3. Architectural design of the smartphone app 

Based on these two core tasks, we have developed an appropriate architecture for the 

smartphone app. This architecture has been designed such that it is applicable on arbi-

trary smartphone platforms and not restricted to a certain platform such as Apple iOS8 
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or Google Android9. The resulting platform-agnostic architecture is shown in Figure 

3. 

Similar to the server component, also the smartphone app is composed of several 

core components that implement the app’s functionality. These components are intro-

duced in the following in more detail. 

─ Controller: The Controller represents the central element of the smartphone app. 

This component implements the app’s business logic and controls other compo-

nents and building blocks of the app. 

─ Graphical User Interface (GUI): The GUI represents the interface to the user. It 

allows the user to select arbitrary signed files for verification and displays obtained 

verification results. 

─ Input Manager: The Input Manager represents the main interface to the underlying 

smartphone platform and its mobile operating system. The Input Manager is used 

to retrieve files to be verified from the operating system. Different smartphone 

platforms provide apps different methods to retrieve files from the operating sys-

tem. For instance, direct access to the smartphone’s file system is available on 

Google Android devices, but forbidden on smartphones running the Apple iOS op-

erating system. To cope with this situation, the Input Manager follows a modular 

approach. This is also illustrated in Figure 3. Depending on the particular 

smartphone platform, the Input Manager supports different input methods, which 

allow the retrieval of signed files from the underlying operating system. 

─ Web-Service Adapter: The Web-Service Adapter implements the communication 

to the Web-service interface provided by the server based signature-verification 

tool. This way, the Web-Service Adapter basically represents the gateway to the 

signature-verification functionality. The app’s Controller component uses the Web-

Service Adapter to send signed files selected by the user through the GUI and re-

trieved from the smartphone’s operating system by the Input Manager to the server 

based signature-verification tool and to retrieve the results of the signature-

verification process. 

The app’s architecture and its core components have been designed in a platform-

agnostic way. Hence, this architecture can be used for appropriate signature-

verification solutions for all current smartphone platforms. We have assessed the 

applicability and practicability of the proposed architecture by means of a concrete 

implementation for the Google Android platform. Details of this implementation are 

provided in the next section. 

4 Evaluation 

In order to assess and evaluate the practical applicability of the proposed architecture, 

we have developed a signature-verification solution for Google Android smartphones 

according to the proposed architectural design. The Google Android platform has 
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been chosen, as this platform is currently the world market leader and can be assumed 

to remain one of the most important platforms in the future [15]. 

According to the architectural design discussed in Section 3, our implementation 

consists of a server component and a smartphone app. Further implementation details 

of these two components are presented in the following subsections. 

4.1 Server Component 

For the server component, our implementation relies on the Web based signature-

verification tool introduced by Lenz et al. in [11]. As this tool already provides an 

appropriate Web-service interface, it is perfectly suitable to act as server component 

for our implementation. 

Details of the implementation of the server component are provided in [11]. For 

our smartphone based signature-verification solution, the design of the server compo-

nent’s Web-service interface is of special importance. The provided Web service uses 

the SOAP protocol [12] to transmit data in the form of XML based SOAP messages 

between the server component and external entities. HTTP [13] is used on the under-

lying layer and acts as carrier for exchanged SOAP messages. 

SOAP requests being sent to the server component need to comply with a well-

defined XML schema that is shown below. While the element Document is mandatory 

and contains the signed document to be verified, the element FileID is optional and 

can be used to identify the signed file. 

<xsd:element name="VerifyDocumentRequest"> 

   <xsd:complexType> 

      <xsd:sequence> 

         <xsd:element name="Document" 

                      type="xsd:base64Binary"/> 

         <xsd:element name="FileID" type="xsd:token"/> 

      </xsd:sequence> 

   </xsd:complexType> 

</xsd:element> 

Upon reception of a schema compliant request, the server component starts the 

signature-verification process and verifies all electronic signatures of the received 

document. Results of the verification process are collected and assembled into an 

XML based verification report. This verification report is finally electronically signed 

by the server component in order to guarantee its authenticity and integrity. The 

signed verification report is embedded into a SOAP message that complies with the 

XML schema shown below. This SOAP message represents the response that is final-

ly returned to the calling smartphone app. 

<xsd:element name="VerifyDocumentResponse"> 

   <xsd:complexType> 

      <xsd:sequence> 



         <xsd:element name="VerificationReport"  

                      type="tns:VerificationReportType"/> 

         <xsd:element name="Signature" 

                      type="dsig:SignatureType"/> 

      </xsd:sequence> 

   </xsd:complexType> 

</xsd:element> 

The provided Web-service interface allows external entities to easily access the server 

component’s signature-verification functionality. For more details on the implement-

ed signature-verification process itself, the interested reader is referred to [11]. 

4.2 Smartphone App 

The smartphone app represents the second basic building block of the architectural 

design proposed in Section 3. According to the proposed design shown in Figure 3, 

the smartphone app needs to implement an appropriate GUI as well as appropriate 

means to select documents to be verified. Finally, the smartphone app also needs to 

implement means to communicate with the Web service provided by the server com-

ponent. 

 

Fig. 4. File selection 

 

Fig. 5. File handler 

Our implementation relies on the Google Android platform to realize a smartphone 

application that is able to meet these requirements. Considering the special capabili-

ties and specifics of this smartphone platform, our implementation of the smartphone 

app allows users to select documents for verification in two different ways. First, user 

can use the GUI shown in Figure 4 to open a file-selection dialogue and to choose the 



document to be verified from the smartphone’s file system. Second, the smartphone 

app also registers a file handler for supported file formats in the operating system. 

This way, the smartphone app can be easily selected from a dialogue that appears 

when the user attempts to open one of the supported file types. This is illustrated in 

Figure 5. 

 

Fig. 6. Start of signature-verification process 

When the document to be verified has been selected using one of the two supported 

methods, the signature-verification process can be started using the Send File button 

as shown in Figure 6.  

After touching this button, the selected document is sent to the server component’s 

Web-service interface using a schema compliant SOAP request. Upon completion of 

the signature-verification process, the verification result is returned to the smartphone 

application. The smartphone application evaluates the obtained verification results 

and displays them to the user as shown in Figure 7. 

For each verified document, the smartphone app displays related information such 

as the filename, the hash value of the document, its size, and the type of the detected 

signature. Furthermore, verification results of all signatures that have been found in 

the document are presented to the user. As shown in Figure 7, for each detected signa-

ture, the verification result of the signature (S), the signing certificate (C), and the 

manifest (M) are shown. This way, the validity of the found signatures becomes ap-

parent immediately. 

As an additional feature, the implemented smartphone app provides the user with a 

history of recently verified documents. This is illustrated in Figure 8. Users can re-

view their recent verification results by clicking on the respective file. Entries in this 

history list can be deleted using the recycle-bin icon located next to the file name. 



 

Fig. 7. Result illustration 

 

Fig. 8. Result history 

5 Conclusions 

In this paper we have proposed a signature-verification solution for smartphones. This 

solution tackles the problem that most currently available signature-verification tools 

have been designed for classical end-user devices such as desktop PCs or laptops and 

hence lack an appropriate level of usability on smartphones and related mobile devic-

es. The architecture of the proposed signature-verification solution has been designed 

in a platform-agnostic way in order to assure that the solution is applicable on arbi-

trary smartphone platforms.  

The general applicability and practicability of the proposed solution and of the pre-

sented architectural design has been successfully evaluated by means of a concrete 

implementation for the Google Android platform. This implementation shows that the 

proposed solution is capable to provide easy and usable means to verify electronically 

signed documents on smartphones. Although the implemented Android application is 

already fully functional, it is still in a prototypical state. We are currently working on 

several improvements in order to prepare our solution for publication and distribution 

in the Google Play store. Similar implementations of the proposed solution on other 

smartphone platforms such as Apple iOS or BlackBerry are also regarded as future 

work. 

Summarizing, the solution presented in this paper provides users the opportunity to 

conveniently verify electronically signed documents on smartphones and related mo-

bile end-user devices. This way, the presented solution represents a significant step 

towards the mobile processing of transactional mobile procedures and helps to pave 

the way for future mobile government solutions. 
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